
      I came away with a level of newfound confidence and
knowledge that can be put to use immediately.

This detailed half-day course is designed for staff and volunteers working in small and medium sized
heritage institutions who are looking to increase online access and engagement in response to ongoing
COVID-19 restrictions. In particular it would benefit those with a basic knowledge of copyright, who are
involved in curating online exhibitions, promoting audience engagement online or preparing funding
applications for new digitisation projects.

You will learn how to perform rights clearance activities and decide which licences are appropriate for your
project. We will explore suitable platforms for hosting your collections online such as Wikimedia and Flickr,
as well as consider other legal compliance issues that may affect your project planning and engagement
activities. 

There will be comprehensive training resources to help assess how copyright might affect your project and
flag possible issues in the early planning stages.

21 October 2020

Copyright and making your collections available online

Online via Zoom: 2pm - 5:30pm

Who should attend?
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Learning Objectives What's included?
Comprehensive learning materials

Opportunities to network in break out rooms

Frequent Q&A opportunities 

Template rights clearance resource 

Exclusive 30% discount code for Information
Law by Charles Oppenheim, Adrienne Muir
and Naomi Korn (RRP £59.95)
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Explore the different platforms used to make
content available online and discuss the
associated rights and licensing issues

Consider and plan how to clear rights in your
collections

Consider how to apply copyright knowledge
in funding applications

Discuss your own plans for online access and
share knowledge and experience with
delegates  
  



Stephanie has been with Naomi Korn Associates since 2018, working as
both a rights researcher and a consultant with clients in the academic and
cultural heritage sectors. She is currently the Network IPR Manager on the
Unlocking Our Sound Heritage project, based at the British Library. 

She is experienced in conducting rights research, contacting rights holders
and identifying orphan works, working with manuscript, photographic, film
and audio collections. She is also experienced in developing policies and
training around rights clearance and compliance for online re-use.

The workshop fee is £150+vat and includes comprehensive training materials, frequent Q&A,
regular breaks and networking opportunities in breakout rooms as well as an exclusive 30%
discount code for Naomi Korn's new book Information Law, co-authored by Charles Oppenheim
and Adrienne Muir.  

We will send an invoice to your organisation and payment is due within 30 days upon receipt of
invoice, discounts are available for multiple bookings. For further details or to book your place,
please get in touch with Maddie Beeson, our Projects and Programmes Officer on 020 3475 5122
or maddie@naomikorn.com.

Course Trainer: Stephanie Ashcroft, 
 Consultant
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Booking Information

For more on who we are and what we do, visit:

www.naomikorn.com
  As always, delivered in an
engaging and friendly way.
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